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by Evropa Soberana

 
Christian domination

In the Middle Ages, through persecution resulting in actual
death, life imprisonment and banishment, the free thinking,
progressive and intellectual elements were persistently
eliminated over large areas, leaving the perpetuation of the race
to be carried on by the brutal, the servile and the stupid. It is
now impossible to say to what extent the Roman Church by
these methods has impaired the brain capacity of Europe.
(Madison Grant, The Passing of the Great Race).

The coming of Christianity plunged classical philosophy into
centuries of near-oblivion and clashed with the established and
ancient European belief in the inequality of men. Spreading first
among the slaves and lowest classes of the Roman empire,
Christianity came to teach that all men were equal in the eyes of
a universal Creator God, an idea that was totally alien to older
European thought which had recognized a hierarchy of
competence among men and even among the gods.

Opposing the traditions of classical philosophy and scientific
enquiry, Christianity introduced the concept of a single,
omnipotent “God of History” who controlled all the phenomena
of the universe with men and women being creations of that
God. Since all men and women were the ‘children of God’, all
were equal before their Divine Maker! Faith in the church’s
interpretation of supposedly prophetic revelations became more
important than scientific or philosophical enquiry; and to
question the church’s view of reality came to be perceived as
sinful. (Eugenicist Roger Pearson, ‘The Concept of Heredity in
the History of Western Culture’, Part I).

Primitive Christianity represented an atrocious trauma for the
West and the European collective unconscious. It swept away the
teachings of the classics and only very slowly could Europe
recover, step by step, re-conquering and gathering the scattered
pieces of wisdom that had been hers and that suffered destruction
at the hands of fanatic parasites, poisoned by the desert dogma
virus.

The Church had a foreign and anti-European
concept of God, taken directly from the Bible.
When the early Judeo-Christians taught that God
had incarnated in a Jew who died at the hands of
the strong (the Romans) for the ‘salvation’ of the
weak and sinful—the slaves, the sick, the
criminals, the prostitutes, the excrement of the
Roman streets and throughout the Empire—, they

were laying the groundwork for an atrocious trauma from which
European man has never recovered.

In fact, under more modern forms (‘solidarity’, ‘humanitarianism’,
‘equality’, cowardice, sedentary lifestyle, herd mentality, servility,
pacifism, conformism) almost all modern Westerners drag
variations of such Christian ballast. In the above image, the
crucified Christ by Velázquez, the talent of a great Spanish painter
was wasted with a strange anorexic, passive and masochistic
Jewish idol, instead of some triumphant pagan god.

European populations, especially Celts, Germans, Balts and Slavs
—who had always been instinctively governed by eugenic
principles—were suddenly engulfed in a misunderstood
humanism, which had fermented in the crowded and dirty cities of
the Eastern Mediterranean. Christianity frustrated any eugenic,
biological and pro-natural possibility for centuries and centuries,
so we should not be surprised at the shortage of eugenic
testimonies in that era.

In Christendom heretical groups such as the Cathars, the
Templars, the alchemists, the old Masons, the Rosicrucians,
certain religious orders (orders that accumulated knowledge, such
as the Franciscans, Benedictines, Cistercians) and, of course, the
Renaissance, could have meant a great change for Europe and a
flip-flop for the Church had it not been thwarted by Protestantism,
the Reformation, the Counter-Reformation and the Thirty Years
War (1618-1638).

This war meant the end of the paganising alternative, the fall of
the Holy Empire and the death of a third of the total German
population, inaugurating a repulsive period of plagues, famines,
religious hysteria, internal wars and witch hunts that devastated
the Germanic European layers of better biological quality
(Huguenots, Quakers) until Christian authority started to lose
strength and credibility in favour of even more dangerous dogmas:
the ‘Enlightened’ dogmas.

Therefore, if there is anything salvageable from the Middle Ages it
is, undoubtedly, the ‘other’ Middle Ages of castles, knights,
troubadours, crusaders and princesses. Three institutions deserve
mention: the cavalry, the nobility and the Holy Empire.

When the descriptions of the great characters of the time are read
or someone examines the skeleton of a prominent king, there is
nothing but awe: Emperor Charlemagne (742-814) measured
more than two metres; Roland, his paladin, was also described as
a giant; the Norwegian king Harald Hardrada (1015-1066)
measured seven feet, that is, approximately 2.10 metres; the
redhead Sancho VII the Strong (1194-1234), king of Navarra,
measured even more; Jaime I the Conqueror (1208-1276), king of
Aragon, was described as a giant, and the same goes for the first
Crusade kings of Jerusalem.

All these men were, in addition to heroes of their time, giants of
genetics belonging to a practically extinct lineage—but likely to be
resurrected by an appropriate selective bio-politics. As the
Spanish author Enrique Aynat wrote, ‘The Nobility, like it or not,
has natural causes. It was born from the primitive inequality of
talents and characters. It has remained a sought and conscious
selection, set by an institution. The Indo-European had naturally
accepted ,without coercion, the superiority of the Nobility
knowing that it had left families that, both physically and morally,
represented the summum of the selection’ (Eugenesia, Editor’s
translation).

Roger Bacon (1214-1294) and Francis Bacon (1561-1626).

Roger Bacon was an English Franciscan
friar greatly ahead of his time. A
compulsive scholar, in his work he wrote
treatises on grammar, physics, optics,
mathematics and philosophy. He was even
interested in the manufacture of
gunpowder and the situation and size of
celestial bodies.

Long before Leonardo Da Vinci, Galileo and the Renaissance,
Roger Bacon foresaw the invention of flying devices and
steamboats, and in his detailed optical studies he anticipated the
possibility of designing artefacts such as microscopes, telescopes
and glasses. Along with his revolutionary alchemical experiences,
all this was considered suspicious of heresy in his time and he
became imprisoned. Roger Bacon died forgotten and fell out of
favour.

Three centuries later, natural philosophers
like Bruno and Francis Bacon rehabilitated
Bacon’s reputation and portrayed him as a
scientific pioneer.

Although it seems innocuous, the phrase by
Francis Bacon I quote below is inconceivably
heretical. It suggests that man is subordinate

to Nature and the same principles can be applied to animals.

Naturam non vinces nisi parendo (‘You will not master nature
unless you obey it’).
 

______ � ______

 
Note of the Editor: I have redacted the above passages because in the
original text there is confusion between Roger Bacon and Francis Bacon.
Even today, with their anti-Nordicism and Christian ethics, white
nationalists are not obeying Nature. (As to his Christian ethics, see what I
said about Greg Johnson this Monday.)
 

______ � ______

 
Sir Thomas More (1478-1535) was a lawyer, statesman, a friend
of Erasmus and an English writer known for his Utopia where he
disguised his ideas of state leadership under the science-fiction
genre.

In Utopia there is a eugenic policy very similar to the Spartan,
where the couple should, first of all, look naked to find out what
kind of person they married in terms of genetic qualities. Thomas
More criticised such an idea to escape the possible religious
repression, but what he does is expose it to the public eyes. He
would be beheaded for refusing to recognise King Henry VIII as
head of the Church in England. For that reason alone the Catholic
Church canonised him.

In choosing their wives they use a method that would appear to
us very absurd and ridiculous, but it is constantly observed
among them, and is accounted perfectly consistent with wisdom.
Before marriage some grave matron presents the bride, naked,
whether she is a virgin or a widow, to the bridegroom, and after
that some grave man presents the bridegroom, naked, to the
bride.

We, indeed, both laughed at this, and condemned it as very
indecent. But they, on the other hand, wondered at the folly of
the men of all other nations, who, if they are but to buy a horse
of a small value, are so cautious that they will see every part of
him, and take off both his saddle and all his other tackle, that
there may be no secret ulcer hid under any of them, and that yet
in the choice of a wife, on which depends the happiness or
unhappiness of the rest of his life, a man should venture upon
trust, and only see about a handsbreadth of the face, all the rest
of the body being covered, under which may lie hid what may be
contagious as well as loathsome. (Utopia, published in 1516).

William Penn (1644-1718). A member of
the Puritan religious society of the Quakers,
he emigrated to America for religious
persecution in Britain and founded the
province, now a state, of Pennsylvania. Many
of the political principles he adopted there
laid the foundations for the subsequent
American Constitution. Penn represented the

old Puritan English race, considered as foundational for the
United States. He was held in high regard by the later American
eugenicists that we will see later.

Men are generally more careful of the breed of their horses and
dogs, than of their children (Reflections and Maxims, 1693).

Thomas Malthus (1766-1834), an English
economist and demographer, was the first to
point out that the world’s population grew
faster than resources grew; that overpopulation
was a danger, that natural resources were
limited and that man was bound to hunger,
conflict and epidemics if he did not behave
responsibly as to his reproduction, hence the

expression ‘Malthusian catastrophe’.

It does not, however, by any means seem impossible that by an
attention to breed, a certain degree of improvement, similar to
that among animals, might take place among men. Whether
intellect could be communicated may be a matter of doubt: but
size, strength, beauty, complexion, and perhaps even longevity
are in a degree transmissible…

As the human race, however, could not be improved in this way,
without condemning all the bad specimens to celibacy, it is not
probable that an attention to breed should ever become general;
indeed, I know of no well-directed attempts of this kind, except
in the ancient family of the Bickerstaffs, who are said to have
been very successful in whitening the skins and increasing the
height of their race by prudent marriages, particularly by that
very judicious cross with Maud, the milk-maid, by which some
capital defects in the constitutions of the family were corrected.
(‘An Essay on the Principle of Population’, 1798).

Frederick the Great (1712-1786), King of
Prussia, an example of strategic-tactical genius,
top-notch politician and one of the most
brilliant military commanders of all time,
colonised the East with German peasants and
pushed Prussia into the category of a European
superpower. At his death he had laid the
foundations of what in the 19th century would

become the Second Reich.

It is unpleasant to see the work that is taken under our harsh
climate to grow pineapples, bananas and other exotic fruits,
while dealing little with human prosperity. At any event, man is
more important than all bananas together. He is the plant to
cultivate, which deserves all our attention because he
represents the pride and glory of our country.

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790), politician, inventor, scientist
and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States. His ideas
about freedom, finance, banking and independence opposed him
to the great powers of his time. In a letter to a doctor, Franklin
observed:

Half the lives you save are not worth saving, as being useless,
and almost all the other half ought not to be saved, as being
mischievous. Does your conscience never hint to you the impiety
of being in constant warfare against the plans of Providence?

Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860), a
German philosopher who was influenced by
Plato, Hinduism, Buddhism, Goethe and who
in turn influenced Wagner, Nietzsche and
Hitler himself. Schopenhauer attached great
importance to the will as a universal force,
restored dignity to Nature, spoke about the
importance of the species, denied the validity

of Christianity and made important criticisms of the faulty tenets
of Western civilisation; criticisms that led him to defend eugenic
policies.

If we now connect the conviction we have gained here of the
inheritance of the character from the father and the intellect
from the mother with our earlier investigation… we shall be led
to the view that a real and thorough improvement of the human
race might be attained to not so much from without as from
within, thus not so much by instruction and culture as rather
upon the path of generation.

Plato had already something of the kind in his mind when in the
fifth book of his Republic he set forth his wonderful plan for
increasing and improving his class of warriors. If we could
castrate all scoundrels, and shut up all stupid geese in
monasteries, and give persons of noble character a whole harem,
and provide men, and indeed complete men, for all maidens of
mind and understanding, a generation would soon arise which
would produce a better age than that of Pericles. (The World as
Will and Representation, Vol. II).

The English imperial aristocracy. The British ruling class
that took England to very high levels of glory during the 18th, 19th
and 20th centuries is considered of Germanic heritage, owing its
blood mainly to Anglo-Saxons and Normans. Its system of
upbringing and selection, as its militaristic orientation, was
admired even by Nazis such as Günther, Darré, Hitler, Rosenberg
and Savitri Devi who saw in the Anglo-Saxon countryside the
repetition of Germanic ideas that continued alive in North
America and Australia. Their mentality is summed up in the
maxim ‘To breed, to bleed, to lead’.

As examples of the nation that gave birth
to eugenics, we see here two members of
the British ruling class, so reminiscent of
the Roman patricians. Left, Charles George
Gordon (1833-1885), famous for victorious
campaigns in China and Egypt, and for

being killed as governor of Sudan during the Mahdi rebellion.
Right, Reginald Dyer (1864-1927), a veteran of endless campaigns
in India, Pakistan, Burma and Afghanistan. In his time he was
criticised by some (‘bloodthirsty madman who murdered
hundreds of innocents’) and praised by others (‘he avoided the
killing of whites throughout India’).
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Great personalities defend eugenics, 2
by Evropa Soberana

Antiquity

With the de-barbarization that ensued after the emergence of a
sedentary lifestyle, the people soon realised that a society
uprooted from Nature immediately degenerates. In short,
humanity woke up to the dangers of civilisation.

To compensate for it, the leaders of these societies set up
processes aimed at counteracting the pernicious effects of the
greatest cancer that humanity has suffered: dysgenics, that is, the
degeneration of the race that results from the absence of natural
selection.

Here we will see that, in many civilised societies of antiquity, the
laws of Nature were automatically followed. Its leaders intervened
consciously and voluntarily to stop human reproduction and allow
reproduction only to the best, so that the species did not
degenerate. As Madison Grant wrote, where the environment is
too soft and luxurious and it is not necessary to fight to survive,
not only weak individuals are allowed to live. Strong types also
gain weight mentally and physically!

The most illustrative examples of this era are
Hindus, Greeks (among these the Spartans) and
Romans. The Hellenic ideal of the kalokagathia,
that is to say, an association of goodness-beauty—
achieved by maintaining the purity of blood
within the framework of a process of selection of
the best—laid the foundations to everything that
in the West has been considered ‘classical’ and

‘beautiful’ since then until recently.

In another long essay we have seen that the art that has come to us
from European antiquity is perhaps only two percent of what
existed and, to top it off, probably the least interesting and
sublime: primitive Christians destroyed almost every legacy
Greco-Roman civilisation. No one can know how many
philosophers and authors suffered total destruction of their works,
without anyone knowing again who they were or what they
thought; and many other classic writings were censored,
adulterated, corrected or mutilated.

However, we have at least some spoils of
the pre-Christian era. Although ninety-
eight percent of classical art was destroyed
by the early Christians, what survived
speaks for itself as a tribute to the
selection, balance, health and excellence of all human qualities.

The Hindus. The Indo-European (i.e., Nordic) invaders arrived
in India around 1400 BCE and immediately placed measures to
favour high birth rates of the best elements of the population,
identified with the Aryan invaders, and the decline of the worst,
identified with the Negroid-Dravidic stratum.

The entire caste system was a great eugenics process in which the
chandala (a term also used by Nietzsche to define the morals of
Jews and Christians), the outcast, the untouchable, the sinful
caste, the one considered inferior, was subjected to a horrendous
lifestyle: using only the clothes of the dead bodies, drink only
water from stagnant areas or animal tracks, not allow their women
to be attended during childbirth, prohibition of washing, work as
executioners, burials and latrine cleaners, and an unpleasant
etcetera. Such impositions favoured that diseases were endemic
among them; they fell like flies so that their numbers never
constituted a danger for the best.

We are therefore faced with an example of negative eugenics:
limiting the procreation of the worst. These measures are included
in the Laws of Manu, the legendary Indo-Aryan legislator who
laid the foundations for caste hierarchy. According to scientist
Theodosius Dobzhansky, a renowned Ukrainian geneticist, ‘The
caste system of India has been the greatest genetic experiment
ever conducted by man’ (Genetic Diversity and Human Equality).

A woman always gives the world a child endowed with the same
qualities as the one who has fathered him… A man of abject
birth takes the natural evil of his father or his mother, or both at
the same time, and can never hide its origin (Law of Manu,
Book X).

Lycurgus (8th century BCE), a regent of
Sparta, travelled through Spain, Egypt and
India accumulating wisdom and, later,
carrying out a revolution in Sparta after
which the polis would militarize and
establish a social system based on eugenics.
The measures of this program highlight the
infanticides of deformed, ugly or stupid

newborns. Broadly speaking, Lycurgus’s policy was based on
training perfect human beings that gave birth to perfect human
beings, and there was no place for genetic engenders in that plan.
On the other hand, the crypteia, carried out by the Spartan
authorities on the helots (the submissive plebs) can perfectly be
considered a very brutal and primitive example of negative
eugenics.
 

______ � ______

 
Editor’s Note: Having helots as slaves was a fatal flaw for Spartan
civilisation. The laws of Lycurgus did not foresee that eugenic customs
would fatally relax after a catastrophic war (as would happen after the
Peloponnesian War). A real solution would have been, as William Pierce
saw in his study on Greece, to exterminate the non-Nordic Mediterraneans
of Sparta and extend such policy to all Greece, and eventually to all Europe.
 

______ � ______

 
As for the Spartan policies of positive eugenics—favouring the
multiplication of the best—we see popular rituals such as the
coronation of a male champion and a female champion in a sports
competition, or a king and queen in a beauty pageant, or tax
exemption to the citizens who left four children. The best were
expected to marry the best. Single people over twenty-five years
old were extremely frowned upon and punished with fines and
humiliating acts.

If the parents are strong, the children will be strong (Fr. 7).

Heraclitus (535-484 BCE), a pre-Socratic Greek philosopher
known for his aphorisms in the style of the Oracle of Delphi. He
established that wisdom was much more than a mere
accumulation of knowledge and intelligence, also valuing
intuition, instinct and will. He said: ‘I ask all mortals to father
well-born children of noble parents’.

Leonidas (dies in 480 BCE), King of
Sparta and supreme commander of the
Greek troops in the Battle of Thermopylae.
He fought in numerical inferiority against
the Persians until the end, giving time for
the evacuation of Greek cities, granting

margin for an Athenian victory in the battle of Salamis and laying
the foundations of the definitive Persian defeat in Plataea.
Leonidas and his Spartans are an example of heroism, dedication
to their people, a spirit of sacrifice, training and honour for all
Western armies of all time.

Marry the capable and give birth to the capable! (exhortation to
the Spartan people before leaving for the Thermopylae
according to Plutarch, On the Malice of Herodotus, 32).

Theognis of Megara (6th century BCE) was one of the great
Greek poets. He has bequeathed us in his Theognidea a series of
interesting reflections and advice to his disciple Cyrnus. Among
other things, Theognis divides the population into ‘good’—the
nobility, identified with the Hellenic invaders—and ‘bad’—the
native plebeian population of Greece, which progressively
accumulated money and rights:

In rams and asses and horses, Cyrnus, we seek
the thoroughbred, and a man is concerned therein
to get him offspring of good stock;

Yet in marriage a good man thinketh not twice of wedding
the bad daughter of a bad sire if the father give him many possessions;

Nor doth a woman disdain the bed of a bad man if he be wealthy,
but is fain rather to be rich than to be good.

For ’tis possessions they prize;
and a good man weddeth of bad stock and a bad man of good;
race is confounded of riches.

In like manner, son of Polypaus,
marvel thou not that the race of thy townsmen is made obscure;
’tis because bad things are mingled with good.

Even he that knoweth her to be such, weddeth a low-born woman for pelf,
albeit he be of good repute and she of ill;
for he is urged by strong Necessity, who giveth a man hardihood.
 

Critias (460-403 BCE), Athenian philosopher, speaker, teacher,
poet and uncle of Plato. He is known for being part of the Spartan
occupation government known as the thirty tyrants. We will
appreciate the importance that this man attached not only to
inheritance, but to sports training without which a human being
will never be complete.

I begin with the birth of a man, demonstrating how he can be the
best and strongest in the body if his father trains and endures
hardness, and if his future mother is strong and also trains.

Plato (428-347 BCE), probably the most
famous philosopher of all time, was inspired by
Sparta to propose the measures of Greek
regeneration in his work The Republic, plagued
with values of both positive eugenics—
promoting the best—as negative eugenics—limit
the worst—, especially with regard to the caste of
the ‘guardians’. Plato, like most Greek

philosophers, was in favour of exposing defective children to the
weather so that they died.

It is necessary, according to our principles, that the relationships
of the most outstanding individuals of one sex or the other are
very frequent, and those of the lower individuals very rare. In
addition, it is necessary to raise the children of the first and not
of the second, if you want the flock to not degenerate (The
Republic).

Based on what was agreed, it is necessary for the best men to
join the best women as often as possible, and on the contrary,
the worst with the worst; and the offspring of the best and not
the worst should be raised, so our flock will become excellent
(Statesman, 459).

That even better children are born from elite men, and from
useful men to the country, even more useful children
(Statesman, 461).

Xenophon (430-354), soldier,
accomplished horseman during the
Peloponnesian war, mercenary in the heart
of Persia during the expedition of the ten
thousand, philosopher, pro-Spartan and
historian. Notorious anti-democrat who
abhorred the Athenian government, he
longed for fairer forms of government such

as those he met in Persia and Sparta, where he sent his children to
be educated. Together with Plutarch, Xenophon is the greatest
source of information about Sparta, admiring the eugenic
practices established by Lycurgus.

[Lycurgus] considered that the production of children was the
noblest duty of free citizens (Constitution of the
Lacedaemonians).

An old man had to introduce his wife to a young man in the
prime of life whom he admired for his qualities, to have children
with him (Constitution of the Lacedaemonians).

Isocrates (436-338 BCE), politician, philosopher and Greek
teacher, was one of the famous ten Attic speakers and probably
the most influential rhetorician of his time. He founded a public
speaking school that became famous for its effectiveness and
criticised the politics of many Greek cities, which instead of
stimulating their birth rate inflated their numbers through the
mass immigration of slaves, which he considered inferior to the
Hellenic population. In this quotation it is verified to what extent
Isocrates valued quality versus quantity:

It should not be said as happy that city which, from all extremes,
randomly accumulates many citizens; but the one that best
preserves the race of the settled since the beginning.

Euripides (480-406 BCE), playwright, a friend
of Socrates and undoubtedly one of the greatest
poets of all antiquity; his stain was an excessive
machismo that led him to criticise the greater
freedom enjoyed by women in Sparta.
Disappointed and disgusted by the policies of a
decadent Greece he retired to Macedonia, a
place where Hellenic traditions were still pure,

where he finally died.

There is no more precious treasure for children than to be born
of a noble and virtuous father and to marry among noble
families. Curse to the reckless who, defeated by passion, joins
the unworthy and leaves his children to dishonour in return for
guilty pleasures (Heracleidae).

Aristotle (384-322 BCE), the famous
philosopher who educated Alexander the
Great and laid the western foundations of
Hellenism, logic and sciences such as biology,
taxonomy and zoology. Aristotle extends
extensively in his work Politeia on the
problems posed by eugenics, birth control,
childhood feeding and education (books VII

and VIII). He generally admired the ancient Spartan system, with
some reservations—in my opinion unfounded as Sparta was not
decadent—because the ephorate was tyrannical.

(Left, a Patrician bust.) The Patricians were
the Roman leaders in the early days, when Rome
was a Republic. These men were the patriarchs
or clan chiefs of each of the thirty noble families
descended from Italic invaders, and they ran all
Roman institutions including the legions, the
courts and the Senate. Sober, pure, ascetic and
hard, their people held them in high regard as

repositories of the highest wisdom and Roman posterity honoured
them as gods.

Their descendants formed the Patricians, the later Roman
aristocracy, which gradually decayed throughout the Empire until
almost completely dissolving, turning Rome into a disgusting
decadent monster that deserved to be razed. After the Punic wars
and Julius Caesar, Rome largely lost its Indo-European spirit.

In the IV of the XII tablets of the law, it was established that
deformed children must be killed at birth. It was also left to the
patriarchs of the patrician clans to decide which were the unfit
children. They were usually drowned in the waters of the Tiber
River, and other times abandoned, exposing them to wild animals
and elements in a process called exposure. Apparently, the
Romans did not fare so badly with this purifying tactic as we see in
their conquering history.

Distorium vultum sequitur distortio morum, ‘A crooked face
follows a crooked moral’—Roman proverb.

Meleager of Gadara (1st century BCE), Greek epigram
compiler within the Hellenistic stage, who wrote: ‘If one mixes
good with bad, a good progeny would not be born, but if both
parents are good, they will beget noble children’ (Fr. 9).

Horace (65 BCE-8 CE) said: ‘The virtue of parents is a great
dowry’ and ‘’The good and the brave descend from the good and
the brave’ (Odes, IV, 4, 29).

Seneca (4 BCE-65 CE), Roman
philosopher of the Stoic school (the same
school that Marcus Aurelius and Julian the
Apostate belonged), of Hispanic-Celtic
origin and teacher of Emperor Nero.

We exterminate hydrophobic dogs; we kill
the indomitable bulls; we slaughter sick

sheep for fear that they infest the flock; we suffocate the
monstrous foetuses and even drown the children if they are
weak and deformed. It is not passion, but reason, to separate
healthy parts from those that can corrupt them (Of Anger, XV).

Plutarch (45-120 CE). Philosopher,
mathematician, historian, speaker and priest
of Apollo at the Oracle of Delphi. It is also one
of the important sources of information about
Sparta in his books Ancient Customs of the
Lacedaemonians and Life of Lycurgus.

Leaving a being who is not healthy and strong
from the beginning is not beneficial for the State or for the
individual himself (Ancient Customs of the Lacedaemonians).

When a baby was born he was taken to a council of elders to be
examined. If the baby was defective in some way the elders
threw him down a ravine. Such a baby, in the opinion of the
Spartans, should not be allowed to live (Life of Lycurgus).
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Advice to would-be revolutionaries
In his last article against white nationalist
terrorism, Greg Johnson said: ‘Yes,
Crusius did something evil…’ Despite
claims to the contrary, self-styled secular
Johnson, who used to deliver Christian
homilies in a San Francisco church, has
never given up Christian ethics:

By the “Old Right,” I mean classical Fascism and National
Socialism and their contemporary imitators who believe that
White Nationalism can be advanced through such means as one
party-politics, terrorism, totalitarianism, imperialism, and
genocide.

This was the way forward for every triumphant movement,
including the conquests of Rome, Christianity, Islam, the Iberian
conquests in the Americas and communism. What is Johnson
suggesting here? That conquest is possible through purely pacifist
means?

Today’s Old Right scene is rife with fantasies of race war, lone-
wolf attacks on non-whites, and heroic last stands that end in a
hail of police bullets. Intelligent and honorable people have
emerged from this milieu. But there have been more than a few
spree-killers as well. This kind of violence is worse than a crime.
It is a mistake. It does nothing to advance our cause and much to
set us back.

Inspiring books like the novels of Pierce and Covington are
important. But just as Pierce tried to dissuade Bob Mathews, I
would try to dissuade would-be revolutionaries of doing
something premature. Mathews could have done much more
harm to the System if he stayed alive.

(1) We must be alert to the signs of mental instability and
inclinations toward violence and rigorously screen out such
people, (2) we need to draw clear, unambiguous intellectual
lines between New Right and Old Right approaches, and (3) if
anyone makes concrete threats of committing such acts in our
circles, we need to be the ones to call the police.

Pierce tried to dissuade Matthews but he didn’t call the police.
Obviously, the moral standards of Pierce and Johnson are
different.

But Johnson has a point. In fact, I would like to add something
about my recent post challenging Charles Manson fans to tell me
in what way Manson’s actions are good for the 14 words.

The only major commenter who has recently tried to rationalise
Manson’s behaviour is Robert Morgan on Unz Review. A visitor to
this site, Adunai, has recently tried to discuss with Morgan on that
site. Morgan seems to believe that Manson’s motivations were to
try to create a racial war in the United States. According to two
sources in the Wikipedia article about Manson, this allegation has
been questioned. Since Wikipedia is anti-white, if Manson had
really been an inveterate racist his racism would have been fully
supported by good sources in that article.

Here is my hypothesis as to why intelligent racists like Morgan
and others are attracted to such failed figures as Manson: Many of
them—as Manson himself—have suffered hell like the one I
suffered as a teenager. But precisely because I have written 1,600
pages in three books trying to understand what the hell happened
in my life, a painful literary adventure started in 1988 that ended
this year, I’m not hanging on spurious heroes. Rather, I try to help
white nationalism in a very different way.

I refer to a profound diagnosis of the darkest hour in the West.
The monocausal diagnosis accepted in white nationalism is, in my
opinion, myopic: the Jews are responsible. I do not deny the JQ. I
simply expand it into the CQ: the Judeo-Christian question. That
is to say: I still believe that the theoretical basis of, say, a
MacDonald on the group survival strategy of Jewry is correct.
What I add to MacDonald’s myopic perspective is the meta-
perspective that whites are infected with Judeo-Christian axiology.
A perfect example of such axiological infection is Johnson’s use of
the word ‘evil’ above (MacDonald himself has said that white
nationalism is not about conquering, for instance, Mexico).

So, while I agree with Johnson that it is not time to jump into the
revolution, I disagree with the Christian and Neochristian mindset
that prevails in white nationalism and the alt-right.

My contribution to the movement is basically axiological. As long
as they do not revalue their values, the Judeo-Christian system
will continue to beat them. Johnson is right that it is not yet time
for politics but for metapolitics. What he and the others fail to
understand is that they have to throw away all residue of love for
the Other if they want to recover the West.

This is my advice to the desperate man who wants to do
revolutionary politics today instead of patient metapolitics: read
The Fair Race’s Darkest Hour that appears on the sidebar. If you
don’t want to buy it, read the articles on this site where all the
content of that book appears. As the last line in the Hamlet play
says, ‘The rest is silence’.
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Julian, 73
Julian Augustus

At Rheims I reviewed the legions as they marched through the city
gates, all of us sweating in the hot August sun. It was a lowering
day, humid and ill-omened. As I stood on the platform outside the
city gate, gnats whirring about my head and sweat trickling down
my face, a message from Vienne was handed to me. It was a brief
note from Florentius. My wife had been delivered of a boy who
had died shortly afterwards. She was in good health. That was all.

It is an odd thing to be the father of a son and the
grieving father of a dead son, all in the same
instant. I handed the letter to Sallust. Then I
turned back to the legions who were marching
rhythmically now in Pyrrhic measure to the sound
of pipes.

Priscus: The midwife cut too short the child’s
umbilical cord. We later learned that she had been paid to do this
by the Empress Eusebia. Yet I never heard Julian refer to Eusebia
in any but the most glowing terms. It is sad how tangled the
relations among princes become… What a ridiculous statement!
We are all in the habit of censuring the great, as if we were popular
playwrights, when in fact ordinary folk are quite as devious and as
wilful and as desperate to survive (if not to prevail) as are the
great; particularly philosophers.

Julian skips the rest of that year’s campaign with a note that a
section from his earlier book will be inserted. That will be your
task. Personally, I find his book on the Gallic wars almost as
boring as Julius Caesar’s. I say “almost” because a description of
something one has lived through can never be entirely dull. But
descriptions of battles soon pall. I would suggest—although you
have not asked for my literary advice—that you keep the military
inserts to a minimum.

Julian’s autumn campaign was a success. He fought a set battle at
Brumath which strategists regard as a model of brilliant warfare. I
wouldn’t know. At the time I thought it confusing, but it opened
the road to Cologne. That part of the world, by the way, is quite
lovely, especially a spot called the Confluence, where obviously—
two rivers join, the Moselle and the Rhine, at a town called
Remagen—ours; just past Remagen is an old Roman tower which
commands the countryside. Not far from Remagen is Cologne,
which to everyone’s amazement Julian regained, after a brief
battle.

We remained at Cologne all of September. Julian was in excellent
form. Several of the Frankish chiefs paid him court and he both
charmed and awed them, a rare gift which he apparently shared, if
one is to trust Cicero, with Julius Caesar.

A light note of no consequence: Oribasius bet me one gold piece
that Constantius would take revenge on Julian for lying to
Marcellus. I bet him that he would not. I won the gold piece. We
then spent the winter at Sens, a depressing provincial town north
of Vienne. It was nearly the last winter for all of us.
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On Galatians & Patrick Crusius
Today that I went to buy, in a special store, the video of the first
James Bond film, Dr. No, I took the opportunity to pick up my
mother from the church. She was accompanied by an old female
friend, whom she knew even before I was born. Although I did not
go to Mass, taking them to her home in the car my mother
commented that the priest had said very wise things (referring to
the verse of Galatians 3:28).

The old female friend also liked today’s
sermon on that verse and brought up the
recent event in El Paso.

This white friend said that the perpetrator
(Patrick Crusius) was ‘white’ and my mother
replied that it was typical. Both said the guy
was crazy and that Paul’s words served to

compensate for any allegation of the superiority of some groups
over others.

‘There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free,
there is neither male nor female: for ye are all one in Christ Jesus’.
It bothers me that, even in the most literate sites of white
nationalism, some pundits rationalise these words of St. Paul in
such a way that they do not violate the Christian faith of the
racists.

George Lincoln Rockwell once said that he learned more from his
direct experiences with people than with books. Today’s anecdote
exemplifies that what counts is how common normies understand
the gospel, not how American racists try to explain away such a
verse.
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Great personalities defend eugenics, 1
by Evropa Soberana

‘The worst form of inequality
is to try to make unequal things equal’.

—Aristotle

‘Equality is a slogan based on envy’.

—Alexis de Tocqueville

Editor’s note: In the preface below the author says: ‘…before the
Earth and Nature react violently to the uncontrolled proliferation
of a lower, sick and bloated human kind, which has become a
malignant tumour for the planet’.

These words are key to understanding what I have been calling
‘the extermination of the Neanderthals’, and I hope that the
abridged translation of this long essay, published six years ago in
Spanish and that I will be translating this month, sheds light on
the subject.
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What we have here, which extends the previous Introduction to
eugenics, is a compilation of great characters defending the
eugenic mentality. Therefore, I should not be held responsible for
what others said: I only present the quotes and I offer my
comments to give an idea of the variety of opinions among the
pro-eugenicists.

Some of the concepts by the people mentioned in this essay are
certainly outdated, and it is clear that I do not approve of
everything that is said here. For example, great advances have
been made through genetic engineering: wonders over the most
primitive methods advocated here by some authors. But they are
worth, in any case, as a curiosities, especially in these times, when
the biggest problem on the planet—overpopulation—threatens to
unleash tremendous natural and artificial catastrophes that will
result in unnecessary deaths of innocent beings.

What is eugenics? It comes from the ancient Greek eu (good) and
ygenes (birth): ‘well born’ or ‘the birth of the good’. Wikipedia
defines eugenics as ‘applied science or biosocial movement that
advocates the use of practices aimed at improving the genetic
makeup of a population’.

Eugenics means biological socialism, biopolitics, a new social
engineering based on logic, biology, genetics, compliance with the
natural laws of life, and the will to grow in harmony with both: the
planet and the creatures that populate it. Eugenics is the will of a
gardener who tries that the species does not become a field where
weeds grow in disorder, but a garden where, thanks to the
intervention of a higher intelligence, weeds are ripped and
beautiful and fruitful plants cultivated: sharing harmony between
them, being kind to the holy ground on which they germinate and
grow, and to which they owe their very existence. It is the will to
improve man or, preferably, to overcome it, since it is already
known that man is an imperfect being whose creation is
incomplete.

Eugenics, in short, is the instinct to carry forward the evolution of
the species and create the Overman.

There’s nothing new under the Sun. From the Neolithic, man
found ways to domesticate animals that were biologically useful
for him by providing good milk, meat, eggs, wool, etc., and
dedicated himself to raising them with care to improve the quality
of their herds generation after generation. The same happened
with plant varieties, especially with cereals. In each generation,
the old farmer prevented the non-useful varieties of his flock or
crop from reproducing, and instead he tried to ensure that the
best specimens had a prolific offspring. Thus, their crops and their
herds were improving little by little.

If, by such methods, larger bulls, more nutritious wheat or more
fertile hens could be obtained, why would they not be able to
obtain more intelligent, brave and stronger human beings? Is the
body of man not subject to the same laws as those governing wild
animals?

Unfortunately, this mentality, which was applied to livestock and
crops, was not applied to man, and the conquest of better living
conditions, as well as the adoption of unnatural habits and diets,
relaxed natural selection triggering the degeneration of civilised
man.

Eugenics speaks of the need to prevent (negative eugenics) the
multiplication of undesirable mutations in the human genome (as
blindness, deformity, varied congenital diseases, mental
retardation, the progress of crossbreeding, Down syndrome, etc.)
by prohibiting their reproduction before it is too late for the
species and before the Earth and Nature react violently to the
uncontrolled proliferation of a lower, sick and bloated human
kind, which has become a malignant tumour for the planet.

On the other hand, it is necessary to favour (positive eugenics) the
propagation of the best-equipped human specimens, to give them
the evolutionary advantage. This especially refers to birth, sports
training, food, outdoor life, the cultivation of mental and will
faculties, general culture and health.

In the eyes of the species, any method is legitimate to achieve such
goal, from in-vitro fertilization, pre-natal diagnosis or embryo
selection, to advanced engineering, surgery and genetic therapy
techniques that are just around the corner. If this is not done, it is
precisely because Western Civilisation is governed by people who
do not care at all about the destiny of race, civilisation and
humanity. What moves them is the immediate economic benefit
and short-term success.

The West is dying and what is paramount for us is an
authoritarian and socialist System in which the regeneration of
race and biological quality will regain strength to balance the
planetary unbalance that, currently, is inclined towards the
proliferation of a human type of zero quality.
 

Introduction

We might think that Galileo was not the first man of the European
post-classical era to rediscover that the Earth revolves around the
Sun. There was access before to the classical works, and I sincerely
believe that in the Middle Ages many sages knew the truth. But
none had the courage to publish it for fear of the Church and the
word ‘heretic’, all capable of ruining his career and even ending his
life in a bonfire, to the sound of the applause of the common
peoples. A clique of Pharisees, representative of an obscurantist
idea, exercised control over a ‘God-fearing’ flock, keeping them
forever in darkness, stripping them of their old traditions to
replace them with the Bible and reign as one-eyed kings in a world
of the blind. Galileo, like others, was forced to recant under
penalty of being burned as a heretic.

Well, today we have:

• A new Church: the pro-globalist system.

• New unquestionable dogmas: the ‘politically correct’, ‘equality’
at all costs, feminism, globalisation, multiculturalism, rebellion
against anything that is well constituted, hatred of the superior,
individualism and the desire not to offend bloodsucking and
whining parasites.

• A new Inquisition: the media, NGOs and globalist lobbies,
Jews, homosexuals, feminists, pro-third-worlders and democrats,
among others.

• We have new heretics: revisionists, ‘ultra-rightists’ and
dissenting scientists.

• New untouchable taboos: genetic engineering, the ‘holocaust’,
racism, Nazism, fascism, anti-Semitism, male chauvinism,
homophobia… and eugenics.

• New witch hunts: scandals and trials against notable dissidents
or any suspect of ‘racism’ or patriotism.

• New repentant pioneers in the style of Galileo, such as the
scientist and gifted Englishman James Watson, who retracted his
‘racist’ phrase in 2007, under penalty of being burned at the stake
in the media. As in the case of Galileo, time will demonstrate the
truthfulness of his words, and posterity will honour as true those
words he muttered under his breath: And yet it moves.

• We have new bonfires: ostracism, defamation, conviction,
imprisonment, boycott and even direct physical aggression.

• We have the usual Pharisees: great magnates of finance and the
media, progressives and ambitious politicians who would sell their
brother for money and notoriety.

• And a new Satan, Antichrist or Lucifer: Hitler.

So we can affirm, without any fear of exaggeration, that exactly the
same thing is happening today as in the Middle Ages with the
Church. If history teaches us anything, it is that history repeats
itself and that, in times of taboos, science just cannot advance.
Modern society, in full biological regression, and poisoned by junk
genes, criticises the taboos of the remote past: but it seems to
forget that these taboos have been replaced by new taboos. The
only objective of this sinister levelling, anti-evolutionary and
egalitarian front remains the same for millennia: to frustrate man
on his way to reach deity.

Even stripping the issue of passion and idealism, eugenics seems
an issue from the logical and objective point of view—so logical
that we can only wonder what kind of person could oppose it.
Why, then, is there so much opposition to an issue as extremely
urgent and necessary as eugenics? We can attribute it to two
reasons:

1.- Two millennia of cultural Judeo-Christianity and its
derivatives.

2.- The ignorance and the very low physical, mental and moral
quality of a good part of the modern population thanks to the
annulment, for centuries, of natural selection, the persecution of
freethinkers, the depletion of the best blood in wars, the mania to
help the worst rather than the best and, thanks to a deliberate
praise of vulgarity and mediocrity in the media—which is nothing
more than a new form of Christianity—, the glorification of the
miserable, the mediocre and the downtrodden.

In contrast to this anti-evolution, no one can deny that the vast
majority of men who today are considered to be great personalities
supported eugenics. The intention of this essay is to ‘cheer up’ a
bit those who would defend pro-eugenic measures and to see that
millennia of history support them. Also, that people are more
aware of the world of science, because progress and interesting
debates are taking place which show that there are very prepared
people who realise what is happening.

Unfortunately, modern science is heavily intervened by the official
System. Funds are granted to investigate only matters that can
result in a direct economic benefit in the short term, which clearly
cuts off hopes of research paths, perhaps more arduous, but that
in the long term produce more important benefits. Humanity has
to get tired of being ruled by greedy clowns, simple and vulgar
desert merchants who only think of seeking new twisted financial
deals and new markets to sell useless goodies.

But there will come a day when scientists will stop investigating
various creams and silicones to patch the disgusting worn-out
bodies of old paranoid women, and will direct their efforts to
improve the genetic inheritance of the human being so that in the
future he will never need ‘amending’ it again. The day will come
when doctors will stop striving in the search for medicines and
prolonging, through aberrant methods, the lives of terminal
patients with a broken body, instead dedicating their energies to
the creation of a human type who doesn’t need any medicine.

The so-called ‘scientific community’—made up of scientists who
are servile to the official system, crying lackeys of the ‘politically
correct’, possessed by dubious ambitions and eager to climb the
ladder—attacks those who speak out dissident ideas about the
mainstream dogma even if that someone is their best ‘colleague’.

But the truth, Pharisees, is not changed because the truth is
forever. Like the Phoenix, that great truth that is the law of human
inequality and the need to cultivate the best and place
reproductive limits on the worst will emerge again. In fact, it is an
open secret in the minds of many doctors and scientists of what in
the future will be the most important science of all: the science of
man and of life. A day will come when these heralds of truth will
come to light proclaiming their teaching and warning:

Civilisation has made human beings degenerate, and it is
necessary to undertake radical emergency measures to reverse
this sinister process, or we will become a weak, involved,
inferior, pathetic, vulnerable, sickly, effeminate and, above all,
harmful to the planet and unable to overcome adversities. We
will be a filthy and gelatinous species that will crawl between
machines. And that is when Nature will go for us. On the other
hand, ‘race’ is much more than ethnic-anthropological features.
It is the biological quality of the lineage. It must be strong and
bright to withstand the tension to which life subjects it.

Just as the paradigm revolution from geocentric to heliocentric
worldview, in future times the truths defended by the dissidents
will be considered obvious certainties, and those who once
stupidly tried to rebut them will be ashamed for having done it: as
the Church is ashamed for having denied that the Earth revolves
around the Sun. And in the same way that Christian obscurantism
was finally overwhelmed by a Renaissance that the Church was
unable to contain, we too, even in this most decadent age, are
headed towards the definitive Renaissance of the ancient Indo-
European spirit.

Thus, the old Nazi approach of 1933 has not been refuted or
satisfactorily answered by the System, which has limited itself to
pouring demagogic defamations on National Socialism but never
trying to refute its arguments.
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Editor’s note: To the list above in bold-type I would add:

A new God or Divine Trinity: the ideology of the equality of Race,
Gender and Sexual orientation.

The new god of whites reminds me of a film located in the 5th
century in Britannia, in which the island’s natives spoke of ‘the
new god of the Romans’, referring to the Christian trinity.
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WDH backup
I have finished uploading the PDFs of, to date, the 316 pages of
The West’s Darkest Hour with ten entries per page (although
comments are not included). If WDH is censored in WordPress
you can visit me there:

http://www.westsdarkesthour.com
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Mini-jesus
by Goebbels Hub

Pathetic faggot Pope Francis imitating
his pathetic faggot leader (((Jesus))).

If you’re a Christian
you’re a pathetic faggot too.
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Open thread:
Is Charles Manson good for Hitler’s 88 words?

Below I’ve cut and pasted my response to Joseph Walsh in the
previous thread, whom I met in London five years ago. He said:

On Charles Manson, I remember you quoting
Jake F. saying Atomwaffen Division members
were “unhinged, to say the least” but at the
same time you are a Mexican who wants the
genocide of 99% of humans including all
Mexicans so society would of course see you

as “unhinged, to say the least”.

I am not a Mexican. Click on my avatar and you’ll see me as a
baby. The overwhelming majority of Mexicans don’t look like that
as babies. The overwhelming majority of Mexicans are Christians.
I am not. Mexicans of the upper class are liberals, even the
Catholics. I am not a liberal. The overwhelming majority of
Mexicans eat meat. I do not, nor do I like football as they do.

I come from parents who in the early 1960s were premiering
orchestra pieces at Utica, New York with my father as the
composer and my mother as the piano interpreter of my dad’s
symphonic music. The overwhelming majority of Mexicans are not
heirs of classical music, not even remotely.

As to ‘unhinged’, my philosophy is as unhinged as that declaration
of Schopenhauer that it’s better that suffering mankind should be
called home, or as Bertrand Russell’s statements that all of
mankind should be exterminated. Unlike pessimist Russell, I am
only saying that the most beautiful whites, with empathy toward
the animals, must be spared from such exterminationist fantasies.
That still may sound unhinged to the majority of ears, but could it
be common sense from the POV of an ET mind? (cf. Arthur C.
Clarke’s last words in Report on Planet Three).

I think you tend to overestimate your importance. Most of what
you publish on your blog is writings from other people, you have
not really said anything too original but rather summarized
modern Aryan ideology. If the Aryan race does become extinct it
won’t be because it didn’t read the blog of a Mexican!

True. But my really original stuff is my 1,600-page book trilogy
that, after I finish my backup PDFs, I may start to translate.

Sometimes you come across as pompous and it wouldn’t
surprise me if you eventually shut down comments altogether
and just talk to yourself.

I only reject those comments that, as Mauricio says above,
demoralise the true Aryan; those silly pro-Christian comments
after they’re told repeatedly to stop their preaching; those Meds
who openly resort to insult because of my Nordicism (Dr.
Morales), and a troll from Florida who uses many sockpuppets
and who I believe was also banned in other racialist forums.

I notice you are friendly to people when you like what they’re
saying but then you cast them off as soon as they’ve outlived
their usefulness.

Examples please? As Evropa Soberana does in his site, I could
have not allowed a single comment since 2011. But I’ve allowed
thousands of them. I now believe that Vig was right: time matters.
Sometimes I even suspect that the pessimists like Devan are not
ethnically Aryans and just come here to demoralize the would-be
soldiers. Other times I find out that they are mudbloods that hate
me because of my Nordicism.

Though you portray yourself as some inheritor to the National
Socialist legacy this is nonsense as non-Aryans can have nothing
to do with National Socialism.

I portray myself as an admirer of NS, not as a National Socialist.
Even the real Nazis admitted some Spaniards from the Franco
regime to fight in a battle, right? What’s wrong with that?

Moreover what you endorse (The Turner Diaries solution) was
not something Hitler would endorse. National Socialism and
C.T.’s ideology are two different things.

Of course. NS thrived before the West’s darkest hour. Now that
the darkest time has already come, and that the age of treason is
everywhere, it’s time for a scorched-Earth policy.

And while you talk about kooks who believe in conspiracy
theories I believe you followed cults and paranormal nonsense
up until your 40’s.

Until the early 1990s to be precise, when I was in my early thirties.
I did not believe in parapsychology for character flaws, but
because, as I’ve explained elsewhere, I was tortured at seventeen
and needed a defence mechanism.

But the real point is that, in times before the internet, it was
virtually impossible to obtain the right information. I mentioned
above November 1989. Major CSI figures visited Mexico City in
that month. Finally, I could read the sceptical books they brought
here from the US.

Unlike you I awoke when I was 13 and…

How can Neo unplug himself from the Matrix if no Morpheus
contacts him through the internet? Did you awake thanks to the
internet? If not, even in London pro-white info used to be far
more reachable than in Mexico before the age of the internet!
Yours is reasoning under a false analogy.

I have been interested in the white race since I was 17. I’m now
31.

So you were born in the late 1980s. I was interested in the white
race since Second Grammar School, that is 1966, when I was 8/9-
years-old, as I confess in the last book of my trilogy.

That means much more time to develop my thoughts unlike you
who only awoke in 2008 when you were 50.

By ‘awakening at fifty’ I meant that before that year I did not even
know that white nationalism existed or any website defending the
West. I started to awake by the end of 2008, as soon as I
discovered that info on the internet. Before I started to use the
internet, the germane info I used to get in Mexico was almost zilch
compared to the info an average American gets in the US. The
main pro-white figures are not mentioned, ever, in the Mexican
media. Conversely, the Phil Donahue Show at least interviewed
Jared Taylor in the 1990s; 60 Minutes also interviewed William
Pierce long ago, etc.

And you can put down the Charles Manson… but the future
belongs to the white youth and those whites being born at
present, not old Mexican boomers.

I’ve never claimed that any Mexican (a real Mexican I mean)
should or will inherit the Earth. Rather, my point is that none of
the Charles Manson fans—not one of them—has ever provided in
this site, or in the book Siege, any rational argument as to why
Manson is good for the 14 words. The only thing I hear from them
is a blind admiration with no rationale for such admiration.

Perhaps I should add a new post with the title: ‘Open thread: Why
is Manson good for Hitler’s 88 words?’ I bet none will advance a
single compelling argument, even if I add no further post
tomorrow to give critics a chance to focus on the hatnote question
above…
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On butcher Simón Bolívar
Editor’s note: My comment today mentioning gorilla Hugo Chávez
makes me think that folks in the alt-right are also clueless about
other anti-white ‘liberators’ of Latin America. The following is a
Spanish-English translation of an interview with historian Pol
Victoria:
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Simón Bolívar [left, a recent facial
reconstruction] has become an almost religious
reference. There are even political regimes that
call themselves ‘Bolivarian’. The Venezuelan
regime has made him a demigod. But who was
really Bolivar? Was he the spotless hero sold by
Bolivarian propaganda today?

The truth is, no. On the contrary, Bolivar’s career is covered in
blood.

Let us place ourselves: from 1808, when Napoleon invaded Spain,
the Spanish viceroyalties of America first revolted against the
French and then proclaimed their own independence. It was not a
war of young oppressed nations against an old invading empire: it
was rather a civil war between supporters of independence and
supporters of the Crown (the ‘realists’).

In present-day Venezuela, the fight was so bloody that Simón
Bolívar declared the ‘war to the death’ against the royalists, and
applied it to the letter. After the battle of the Tinaquillo, in August
of 1813, he destroyed a series of towns and passed through the
arms all the ‘Europeans and Canary Islanders’ [i.e., the whitest
Iberians living in the Americas], as he called the royalists.

In September of that same year he dictated forced recruitment and
shot those who refused to take up arms. He then shot 69
Spaniards without trials. In December 1813 he defeated the
diminished royalist army in Acarigua and ordered the killing of
600 prisoners. On February 8, 1814 he dispatched the Spanish
prisoners of Caracas, Valencia and La Guaira: about 1,200
civilians, mostly merchants, and he ordered that ‘all imprisoned
Spaniards immediately are passed through the arms, even in
hospitals, without exception’.

As gunpowder was scarce, it was resolved to kill them with sabre
and spear blows, and by crushing their heads with large stones.
The elderly and disabled were taken to the gallows tied to their
chairs. Despite the pleas of the archbishop of Caracas, Bolívar
consumed the massacre. The last part of the carnage reports that
those who were sick in the hospital were also executed.

These are just a few episodes in Simón Bolívar’s bloody career;
without a doubt, the most cruel and ruthless of the Latin American
‘liberators’. It would also be necessary to recount the murder of
the shipwrecks of a Spanish ship on Margarita Island; the criminal
looting of Santa Fe, and the murder of the prisoners after the
battle of Boyacá.

Interestingly, today Simón Bolívar has a statue in the Parque del
Oeste, in Madrid [i.e., not only Americans; most Iberian whites
are clueless too].
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This site in a nutshell: here.
See also “The 14 words” and
“New tablets of stone”.

The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour is a compilation of
texts by seventeen authors
that changed my world-
view. A softcover edition of
the book is available: here.

A translation of the work of
Karlheinz Deschner on the
criminal history of
Christianity is available:
here.

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

Its subject-matter:
the Holocaust
perpetrated by the

Allied forces on the
Germans, civilians included
(here).
 

Here: an SS
pamphlet explaining
National Socialism.

How we are light-years
away from the secular, Neo-
Christian ethics of the Alt-
Right can be surmised in
“Darwin’s
exterminationism”.

Presently Siege is only
available as a PDF.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.
 

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

 

Worldly gain at the expense
of the Volk is the main
cause of the ongoing
destruction of the white
race.

See “Revaluation of
values”: a
paraphrase from

Francis Parker’s Yockey’s
The Enemy of Europe.

Fortunately, the collapse of
the dollar that is coming
will mark the beginning of
the end of America’s
economic and cultural
hegemony over Europe.
 

 
“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 
CONTACT:

cesartort (at) yahoo

 

“RACISM”:

On the origin of the
word “racist”

The word “racism”
from the Nietzschean
viewpoint

 

Two texts by Wm. Pierce:

1. Best article
on the Jewish
question

2. The West’s darkest
hour
 

See how using non-white
labor in the Ancient World
or capitalism in the
Modern World is the main
factor for white decline:

Who We Are
(abridged)

 

For a couple of articles on
Richard Wagner and LOTR
click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s
unpublished chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 

The Jewish Problem
(non-Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-
Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface

 

 

History of Jewry:

The saga of the European
Jews

Jew vs. White: More than
3,000 years of conflict

 

 

“Racism” is just an
expression of evolution.
All species go through
racial separation on their
path to speciation. No
exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his
race, for example the
nymphs on this sidebar.
But in today’s mad West
the term “racist” de facto
means someone who
loves the white race to the
point of wanting to
preserve it.

 

Women from our
viewpoint:

The eternal feminine

On racial IQ studies:

The new enemies of
science

The roots of civilisation

 

Who am I?:

See an excerpted
translation from the
German Metapedia article
about me.

 

HUMAN SKIN COLORS:

ARCHIVES

Select Month

CATEGORIES

14 words

2001: A Space Odyssey
(movie)

Abortion

Abraham (patriarch)

Abraham Lincoln

Achilles

Adam Smith

Adolf Hitler

Adversus Christianos
(book)

Africa

Against the Fall of
Night (novel)

Agamemnon

Alaric

Albert Lindemann

Albert Schweitzer

Albert Speer

Albrecht Dürer

Alcibiades

Alcman

Aldous Huxley

Alex Linder

Alexander Alekhine

Alexander the Great

Alexandr Solzhenitsyn

Alexandria

Alexis de Tocqueville

Alfred Rosenberg

Alice Miller

Alt-Right / white
nationalism

American civil war

Americanism

Amerinds

Ammianus Marcellinus

An Eye for an Eye
(book)

Ancient Greece

Ancient Rome

Anders Breivik

Andrew Anglin

Andrew Hamilton

Angela Merkel

Anti-German
exterminationism

Anti-white
exterminationism

Antichrist (book)

Antiochus IV
Epiphanes

Aphrodite

Apollo

Apollonius of Rhodes

Arcadia

Arcadius

Archeology

Archimedes

Architecture

Argentina

Arianism

Aristocracy

Aristophanes

Aristotle

Art

Artemis

Arthur C. Clarke

Arthur de Gobineau

Arthur Kemp

Arthur Schopenhauer

Artificial Intelligence
(movie)

Aryan beauty

Asia

Athanaric

Atheism and
secularism

Athena

Athens

Attila

Audios

Augustus

Australia

Austria

Autobiography

Axiology

Aztec people

¿Me Ayudarás? (book)

Barack Obama

Bartolomé de las Casas

Baruch Spinoza

Battle of Poitiers

Battle of Thermopylae

Bayreuth Festival

Beauty

Beethoven

Ben Klassen

Ben-Hur

Benito Mussolini

Benjamin Disraeli

Benjamin Franklin

Beowulf

Berlin

Bernal Díaz del Castillo

Bernardino de Sahagún

Bible

Bill Clinton

Biography

Blacks

Bob Whitaker

Book of Revelation

Brazil

Brenton Tarrant

Brigade (novel)

Brutus

Buddhism

Caligula

Camp of the Saints
(novel)

Canada

Cannibalism

Carl Gustav Jung

Carl Sagan

Carl Schmitt

Carlo Collodi

Carolyn Yeager

Carthaginians

Cassius Dio

Catholic Church

Catholic religious
orders

Cato

Celsus

Celts

Charlemagne

Charles Darwin

Charles Dickens

Charles Martel

Charles V

Chess

Child abuse

Childhood’s End
(novel)

China

Christian art

Christian question
(CQ)

Christian views on Hell

Christianity

Christopher Columbus

Cicero

City of God (book)

Civil war

Civilisation (TV series)

Claudius

Clement of Alexandria

Colin Ross

Color of crime

Committee for
Skeptical Inquiry

Commodus

Communism /
Bolshevism

Conservatism

Conspiracy theories

Constans

Constantine

Constantine II

Constantinople

Constantius II

Corneliu Zelea
Codreanu

Counter-Reformation

Crusades

Currency crash

Daniel (biblical figure)

Dante Alighieri

Darkening Age (book)

David (king of Israel)

David Duke

David Friedrich
Strauss

David Irving

David Lane

Day of Wrath (book)

Daybreak Publishing

Death in Venice
(movie)

Decius

Degeneracy

Degenerate art

Demeter

Democracy

Democritus

Demography

Denmark

Der Ring des
Nibelungen (opera)

Destruction of Greco-
Roman world

Diocletian

Dionysus

Dominique Venner

Don Quixote (book)

Donald Trump

Dorians

Dresden

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Dylann Roof

Eastern Orthodox
Church

Economy

Edmund Burke

Edward Gibbon

Edward I of England

Egalitarianism

Egypt

Eleusis

Elizabeth I

Emperor Julian

Energy / peak oil

England

Enlightenment

Enoch Powell

Erasmus

Esau's Tears (book)

Eschatology

Essay on the Inequality
of Human Races
(book)

Ethnic cleansing

Eugenics

Euripides

Europe

European Union

Eusebius

Evil

Evropa Soberana
(webzine)

Ezekiel

Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour (book)

Fascism

Feminism

Feminized western
males

Film

Final solution

First World War

France

Francis Galton

Francis Parker Yockey

Francisco Franco

Franco Zeffirelli

Frankfurt School

Franklin D. Roosevelt

Franks

Franz Boas

Frederick the Great

Free speech / Free
press

French Revolution

Friedrich Nietzsche

Friedrich Schiller

Fritigern

From Jesus to Hitler
(book)

G.W.F. Hegel

Galerius

Galileo Galilee

Game of Thrones

Gaul

Genetics

Genghis Khan

Genrikh Yagoda

Genuine spirituality

Geography

George Lincoln
Rockwell

George Orwell

George Washington

Germanic People

Germany

Giorgio de Chirico

Giselher Wirsing

God

Goethe

Gone with the Wind
(movie)

Gore Vidal

Goths

Gratian

Greg Johnson

Guillaume Faye

Gulag Archipelago
(book)

Gustave Doré

Hadrian

Hamlet (1948 film)

Hannibal

Hans F. K. Günther

Harold Covington

Harry S. Truman

Hate

Heinrich Himmler

Hellstorm (book)

Helmut Stellrecht

Henry VIII

Heracles

Hermann (Arminius)

Hermann Göring

Hermann Samuel
Reimarus

Hernán Cortés

Herod the Great

Herodotus

Hesiod

Hieronymus Bosch

Hippocrates

History

History of the decline
and fall of the Roman
Empire (book)

Hitler Youth

Hitler's table talk
(book)

Hojas Susurrantes
(book)

Holocaust

Holodomor

Homer

Homosexuality

Honorius (emperor)

Horace

Human sacrifice

Huns

Hunter (novel)

Hypatia of Alexandria

Ibycus

Iceland

Iliad (epic book)

Immanuel Kant

Immigration laws

Impeachment of Man
(book)

India

Individualism

Indo-European
heritage

Industrial Revolution

Infanticide

Inquisition

Intelligence quotient
(IQ)

Ireland

Isaac Newton

Isabella I of Castile

Isaiah (prophet)

Islam

Islamization of the
West

Israel

Italy

James Mason

James Watson

Jane Austen

Japan

Jared Taylor

Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Jefferson Davis

Jeffrey Masson

Jeremy Bentham

Jerusalem

Jesus

Jewish hate groups

Jewish question (JQ)

Jewish–Roman wars

Jez Turner

Johannes Gutenberg

Johannes Kepler

John Calvin

John F. Kennedy

John Locke

John Milton

John Modrow

John of Patmos

John Stuart Mill

John the Evangelist

John Tyndall

José María Morelos

José Vasconcelos

Joseph Goebbels

Joseph Stalin

Josephus

Joshua

Jovian

Judaism

Julian (novel)

Julius Caesar

Julius Firmicus
Maternus

Justice

Justinian I

Juvenal

Karl Marx

Karl Popper

Karlheinz Deschner

Kenneth Clark

Kevin MacDonald

Kriminalgeschichte des
Christentums (books)

Ku Klux Klan

Lactantius

Latin America

Lawrence Auster

Leon Trotsky

Leonardo da Vinci

Leonidas

Libanius

Liberalism

Library of Alexandria

Literature

London

Lord of the Rings
(novel / film)

Lothrop Stoddard

Louis XIV of France

Louis-Ferdinand
Céline

Luke the Evangelist

Lycurgus

Maccabees

Madison Grant

Mainstream media

Manosphere

Mantras

Manu Rodríguez
(blogger)

March of the Titans
(book)

Marcus Aurelius

Marcus Eli Ravage

Mark the Evangelist

Mark Twain

Mark Weber

Marriage

Martin Bormann

Martin Luther

Marxism

Materialism /
capitalism

Maternus Cynegius

Matt Koehl

Matthew the Evangelist

Matthias Grünewald

Maxfield Parrish

Maya civilization

Mein Kampf (book)

Men

Metaphysics of race /
sex

Mexico

Michael O'Meara

Michelangelo

Middle Ages

Middle East

Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla

Militarism

Miscegenation

Miscellany

Moctezuma II

Monarchy

Mongols

Monocausalism

Montaigne

Montesquieu

Morgenthau Plan

Moscow

Moses (Hebrew
lawgiver)

Music

My pinacoteca

Name of the Rose
(novel)

Napoleon

National Socialism

Neanderthalism

Nero

New Spain

New Testament

New York

Newspeak

Niccolò Machiavelli

Nicolaus Copernicus

Non-white
immigration

Nordicism

Norman Rockwell

North America

Norway

Nuremberg

Obituaries

Occam's razor

Occidental Observer
(webzine)

Odysseus / Ulysses

Old Testament

Oliver Cromwell

On the Genealogy of
Morality (book)

On The Historicity of
Jesus (book)

Opera

Oracle of Delphi

Oratory

Origen

Oswald Mosley

Otto von Bismarck

Ottoman Empire

Out-group altruism

Ovid

Painting

Parapsychology

Paris

Parsifal (opera)

Parthenon

Passing of the Great
Race (book)

Patriarchy

Pedagogy

Pederasty

Percy Bysshe Shelley

Pericles

Persephone

Persia

Peter Schiff

Petronius

Philippe Rushton

Philo

Philosophy

Philosophy of history

Pindar

Plato

Pliny the Elder

Plutarch

Poetry

Poland

Polybius

Pompey

Pope Francis
(Francisco I)

Pope Gregory I

Pope Theophilus of
Alexandria

Porphyry of Tyre

Portugal

Pre-Columbian
America

Prehistory

Pride & Prejudice
(2005 movie)

Pro-white
exterminationism

Protestantism

Pseudoscience

Psychiatry

Psychoanalysis

Psychohistory

Psychology

Puritans

Quotable quotes

Racial studies

Rape of the Sabine
Women

Raphael

Real men

Recceswinth

Reconquista

Red terror

Reformation

Reinhard Heydrich

Religion

Rembrandt

Renaissance

René Descartes

Republic (Plato's book)

Revilo Oliver

Rhodesia

Richard Carrier

Richard Wagner

Richard Walther Darré

Rising Tide of Color
(book)

Robert Jay Mathews

Roger Devlin

Romanticism

Rome vs. Judea (book)

Romulus

Ronald Reagan

Russia

Russian Revolution

Sappho

Satyricon (novel)

Savitri Devi

Schizophrenia

Schutzstaffel (SS)

Science

Second World War

Seneca

Sense and Sensibility
(movie)

Sexual "liberation"

Siege (book)

Sigmund Freud

Silvano Arieti

Skepticism

Sleeping Beauty (1959
film)

Socrates

Solomon

Solon

South Africa

Soviet Union

Spain

Sparta (Lacedaemon)

Sponsor

St Ambrose

St Athanasius

St Augustine

St Cyril of Alexandria

St Francis

St Ignatius of Antioch

St Irenaeus

St Jerome

St John Chrysostom

St Paul

St Peter

St Thomas Aquinas

Stefan Zweig

Stilicho

Strabo

Struggle with the
Daimon (book)

Sturmabteilung (SA)

Suetonius

Summer, 1945 (book)

Sweden

Switzerland

Sword

Tacitus

Technology

Temple of Artemis

Temple of Jerusalem

Temple of Serapis

Tenochtitlan

Tertullian

Thebes

Theoderic the Great

Theodore Lidz

Theodoret

Theodosius I

Theodosius II

Theology

Third Reich

Thomas Cole

Thomas Goodrich

Thomas Hobbes

Thomas Jefferson

Thomas Szasz

Thucydides

Thus spoke
Zarathustra (book)

Tiberius

Titus

Tom Sunic

Trajan

Transvaluation of all
values

Trauma model of
mental disorders

Turin Shroud

Turner Diaries (novel)

Twilight of the idols
(book)

Two Hundred Years
Together (book)

Ukraine

Ulfilas

Uncle Tom’s Cabin
(novel)

United Kingdom

United States

Universalism

Valens

Valentinian I

Valentinian II

Valentinian III

Valerian

Vercingetorix

Vespasian

Videos

Vienna

Vikings

Vincent van Gogh

Vladimir Lenin

Vladimir Putin

Vlassis Rassias

Voltaire

W.B. Yeats

Ward Kendall

WDH radio show

Welfare of animals

West's darkest hour

White-slave trade

Who We Are (book)

Wikipedia

Wilhelm Sieglin

Will Durant

William Blake

William James

William Pierce

William Shakespeare

Winston Churchill

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart

Women

Wuthering Heights
(novel)

Xenophon

Yearling (novel)

Zeus

Zosimus

Zweites Buch

The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara

BLOGROLL

David Irving’s Website
 

IN SPANISH

La hora más oscura

 

From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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enemy to hate, you’ve
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